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Voltage-dependent potassium channelElectrical signaling in the nervous system relies on action potential generation, propagation and
transmission. Such processes are dynamic in nature and rely on precisely timed events associated
with voltage-dependent ion channel conformational transitions between their primary open, closed
and inactivated states and clustering at unique membrane sites. In voltage-dependent potassium
(Kv) channels, fast inactivation and clustering processes rely on entropic clock chains as described
by ‘ball and chain’ mechanisms, suggesting important roles for such chains in electrical signaling.
Here, we consider evidence supporting the proposed ‘ball and chain’ mechanisms for Kv channel
fast inactivation and clustering associated with intrinsically disordered N- and C-terminal regions
of the protein, respectively. Based on this comparison, we delineate the requirements that argue
for such a process and establish the thermodynamic signature of a ‘ball and chain’ mechanism.
Finally, we demonstrate how ‘chain’-level alternative splicing of the Kv channel gene modulates
the entropic clock-based ‘ball and chain’ inactivation and clustering channel functions underlying
changes in electrical signaling. As such, the Kv channel model system exempliﬁes how linkage
between alternative splicing and intrinsic disorder enables functional diversity.
 2015 Federation of European Biochemical Societies. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Our experience with protein structure–function teaches us that
perturbations are often disruptive or destabilizing [1]. Scanning
mutagenesis, sequence deletions or insertions, and the swapping
of domains between homologous proteins used to create hybrid
proteins all usually lead to a loss of function phenotype.
Speciﬁcally, the mutant protein may be less stable, present slower
catalytic activity, offer weaker afﬁnity in interactions with ligands,
DNA or other proteins, or shift protein conformational equilibrium
towards the less optimally-packed state, just to name a few pro-
cesses [1]. These effects of mutation reﬂect the fact that protein
structures are delicate and have evolved over the course of million
of years to intimately recognize their partner small molecule or
protein/DNA substrates [1]. The realization that gain of function
effects usually requires computational rational protein design,
based on high-resolution structural information [2–4] further
testiﬁes to the structure–function narrative of molecular
biochemistry.With such notions in mind, it is easy to see how the ﬁndings of
Aldrich and colleagues that long deletions in the cytoplasmic
N-terminal inactivation domain of the prototypical Shaker
voltage-dependent potassium (Kv) channel dramatically acceler-
ated the entry of the channel into the inactivated state [5,6], were
initially considered surprising (with inactivation referring to the
blockage of K+ currents through the channel, despite the continued
presence of the depolarizing stimulus that leads to channel open-
ing [7,8]). The authors demonstrated that the length of the
N-terminal tail affected the kinetics of channel entry into the inac-
tivated state in a systematic manner [5] and that a mutant channel
lacking the entire N-terminal tail can still inactivate upon applica-
tion of a short peptide corresponding to the ﬁrst 20 N-terminal
residues [6]. Aldrich and co-workers intuitively reasoned that such
effects could be rationalized if the Kv channel N-terminal segment
functioned as an extended ﬂexible chain lacking any structure and
thus proposed the ‘ball and chain’ mechanism to explain fast
(N-type) channel inactivation (Fig. 1a) [5,6]. According to this
mechanism, the ﬁrst 20 N-terminal residues of the channel com-
prise an extended inactivation recognition motif (the ‘ball’) that
is followed by a long stretch of amino acids (the ‘chain’). The length
of the extended chain sequence provides the degrees of freedom
needed to seek and then bind the receptor site of the ‘ball’ at the
inner cavity of the opened pore domain, thereby timing potassium
Fig. 1. ‘Ball and chain’ entropic clock-based mechanisms for ion channel fast
inactivation and clustering. Schematic representations of the ‘ball and chain’
mechanisms for channel fast inactivation (a) and clustering (b). In the fast
inactivation mechanism (a), the open (O) Kv channel pore inactivates (I) in a
precisely timed manner, as determined by N-terminal chain length, upon binding of
the ‘chain’-tethered ‘ball’ to a receptor site within the inner cavity of the open pore.
Such a mechanism can be intra-molecular or inter-molecular, depending on
whether the ‘ball and chain’ sequence is attached to the channel itself (upper
panel) or to the auxiliary b subunit (lower panel). In the clustering inter-molecular
‘ball and chain’ mechanism (b), Kv channel interaction with the membrane-
associated PSD-95 scaffold protein is precisely timed, as determined by C-terminal
chain length, upon binding of the ‘chain’-tethered peptide ‘ball’ to PSD-95 PDZ
domain(s). The membrane-embedded portion corresponds to the channel voltage-
sensor and pore domains, while the rectangular shape corresponds to the T1
domain. The gray bout-shaped form in Fig. 1a corresponds to the auxiliary b subunit
of the Kv channel a subunit. The crescent, box and rectangular shapes represent the
PDZ, SH3 and guanylate kinase-like domains of the PSD-95 protein, respectively. (c)
PSD-95-mediated Kv channel clustering at unique sites may be achieved by the
multiple ‘ball and chain’ interactions, dictated by the stoichiometry of the
interaction and the ability of PSD-95 to multimerize. Panels a and b were
reproduced from Ref. [22] with permission.
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Such a ‘ball and chain’ mechanism can be intra-molecular or
inter-molecular, depending on whether the ‘ball and chain’
sequence is attached to the channel itself (upper panel in Fig. 1a)
or to the auxiliary b subunit with which it interacts (lower panel).
This ‘ball and chain’ model for Kv channel inactivation was sug-
gested to be analogous to that used to describe
voltage-dependent sodium channel inactivation by Armstrong
and Bezanilla [15]. Furthermore, inactivation in mammalian Kv
channels [16] and in Ca2+-activated K+ channels [17] was suggestedto occur according to the same mechanism. More than a decade
later, in the ﬁrst reviews to systematically address the different
functional roles played by intrinsically disordered protein seg-
ments, Dunker and colleagues rephrased the ‘ball and chain’ inac-
tivation mechanism according to current terminology [18,19]. The
Kv channel N-terminal tail was suggested to belong to the entropic
chains class of intrinsically disordered protein segments and was
assigned the function of timing channel fast inactivation, with
chain length providing the determinant of time [18,19]. The Kv
channel ‘ball and chain’ N-terminal tail sequence was thus pro-
posed to function as entropic clock modulating fast channel inacti-
vation [5,18,19].
Five years later, evidence began to accumulate demonstrating
that the Shaker Kv channel protein makes use of a second entropic
clock chain for binding to membrane-associated PSD-95 synaptic
scaffold proteins [20–22] as may be described by analogous ‘ball
and chain’ mechanism (Fig. 1b). This interaction underlies the clus-
tering of many Kv channel molecules at unique membrane sites
[23–26], a process important for efﬁcient electrical signaling
[25,27,28]. Here, however, the interaction involves the cytoplasmic
C-terminal tail of the channel [22–24]. Similar to its
N-terminal-based counterpart, the C-type ‘ball and chain’ mecha-
nism relies on a channel tail that is comprised of an extended ‘chain’
bearing a conserved PDZ-recognitionmotif at its tip (the ‘ball’), usu-
ally 4–8 residues in length, able to bind PDZ domains of PSD-95
scaffold protein partners (Fig. 1b) [22]. Deletion of only the terminal
PDZ-binding motif eliminated PSD-95 binding and consequently,
Kv channel clustering [21,23,26]. Furthermore, here too, the length
of the Kv channel C-terminal tail determines afﬁnity for the PSD-95
protein [21,22], as brought about by changes in association kinetics
alone [22]. The Kv channel C terminal tail thus serves to time Kv
channel–PSD-95 complex formation. How this ‘ball and chain’
interaction leads to channel clustering is determined by the stoi-
chiometry of the interaction, dictated by the three PDZ interaction
modules of PSD-95 and the four C-terminal tails of the oligomeric
Kv channel, and by the ability of PSD-95 to multimerize [29–31]
(Fig. 1c). This description of channel clustering hints for a possible
functional linkage between the timing property of the Kv channel
tail and the dynamics of channel cluster formation.
The Kv channel protein thus presents an interesting case
whereby two completely distinct functions, namely channel fast
inactivation and clustering, can be described by a ‘ball and chain’
mechanism associated with its intrinsically disordered cytoplasmic
tails. Comparison of the similarities and differences of these two
‘ball and chain’ mechanisms should enhance our understanding
of the function of intrinsically disordered protein segments as
entropic clocks and their unique roles in electrical signaling.
Furthermore, the analogy provides a mechanistic framework for
studying Kv channel clustering, of which little is known, in a man-
ner analogous to that employed for the study of Kv channel fast
inactivation.
2. Entropic clocks and electrical signaling
Electrical signaling in the nervous system relies on the genera-
tion, propagation and transmission of action potentials, transient
ﬂuctuations in membrane voltage that spread along a neuron’s
axon and across the synapse [7]. Such ﬂuctuations result from
changes in membrane conductance, primarily to sodium and
potassium ions, brought about by choreographed conformational
gating transitions of voltage-activated sodium and potassium
channels between their primary closed, open and inactivated
states [7]. In the case of the modular Kv channel protein
addressed here, the generation of action potentials primarily
relies on the tight electro mechanical coupling between the
membrane-spanning voltage sensor and the ion conduction pore
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gating) [7,32,33]. Action potential shape and transmission along
the axon and across the synapse are, however, modulated by the
long cytoplasmic N- and C-terminal channel tails, involved in chan-
nel fast inactivation gating and clustering [5,6,22–25], respectively,
as described by the ‘ball and chain’ mechanism. In the case of chan-
nel inactivation, the kinetics of K+ current blockage through the
channel upon ‘ball’ binding to its receptor site affects action poten-
tial shape, signal propagation and ﬁring frequency [34–36].
C-terminal tail-based binding of the channel to PSD-95, on the
other hand, leads to aggregation of many channel molecules at
the post-synaptic density site [24,25] and potentially near nodes
of Ranvier [37,38], thereby affecting membrane K+ current density
at these sites, traits important for action potential generation,
propagation and transmission [27,28,39–41]. Thus, the two Kv
channel entropic chains operating according to a ‘ball and chain’
mechanism to modulate channel inactivation and clustering point
to important role(s) for entropic clocks in electrical signaling.
3. Criteria arguing for a ‘ball and chain’ mechanism
A ‘ball and chain’ binding mechanism involves three compo-
nents, the two ‘ball’ and ‘chain’ sequence modules and a third
structural module that provides the acceptor site for the ‘ball’.
Realizing whether a binding process may be described by entropic
clock-based ‘ball and chain’ mechanism relies on the outcomes of
perturbations at any of these components [5,9–13,22]. For such a
mechanism to be valid, three criteria must be met. One needs to
show (1) that the suspected ‘ball and chain’ sequence is indeed
an intrinsically disordered random chain, (2) that the binding pro-
cess is entropy-controlled and (3) that the ‘chain’ length times the
association between the two binding partners/modules with no
effect on complex dissociation. While the ﬁrst two requirements
serve to prove that the tail sequence under study is an entropic
chain, the third requirement addresses what type of entropic chain
is the tail. It should be noted that these requirements are
‘chain’-centric [5,22], as they relate to modiﬁcations in tail length
only, the outcome of which may be predicted by polymer chain
theory [14,42]. A ‘ball and chain’ description, however, further car-
ries predictions regarding the outcome of perturbations introduced
into the ‘ball’ recognition motif, or at the receptor site for the ‘ball’.
Such perturbations are expected to mainly affect the dissociation
kinetics of the ‘ball’ from its receptor site, rather than the associa-
tion kinetics. As such, ‘ball’-centric or ‘chain’-centric criteria are
complimentary. These orthogonal effects on the kinetics of pro-
tein/modules complex formation and dissociation upon ‘ball’
and/or ‘chain’ perturbations is the hallmark of a ‘ball and chain’
binding mechanism ([22], and see further below).
4. Experimental evidence for a ‘ball and chain’ mechanism for
Kv channel fast inactivation and PSD-95 binding
The ﬁrst requirement for a ‘ball and chain’ mechanism is for the
tail to possess a random chain character. In the case of the Kv
channel–PSD-95 interaction, a reductionist approach was taken
in studying the isolated C-terminal tail of the archetypical Shaker
B Kv channel protein removed of its channel and membrane
contexts [21]. This tail sequence was recognized as being intrinsi-
cally disordered by all disorder-predicting algorithms [20,21].
Hydrodynamic and spectroscopic approaches subsequently veri-
ﬁed this prediction [21]. Brieﬂy, size exclusion chromatography
revealed the tail protein to migrate unusually fast, as
compared to standard molecular weight markers. Analytical
ultra-centrifugation revealed that this anomaly was not a result
of tail oligomerization. The tail protein thus assumes an extended
non-globular shape. The far-UV CD spectrum of the tail furtherexhibited a random coil signature and its 1H NMR spectrum was
found to be typical of intrinsically disordered proteins, lacking
the chemical shift dispersion typical of folded proteins possessing
secondary and tertiary structures. Together, these results con-
ﬁrmed that the Kv channel C-terminal tail is an intrinsically disor-
dered random chain [21]. In contrast to the reductionist approach
used in the C-terminal tail experiments, the original studies on the
N-terminal channel inactivation sequence [5,6] were conducted
using the full-length Kv channel expressed in the plasma mem-
brane of Xenopus laevis cells, thus hampering N-tail structural (or
rather un-structural) characterization. In this respect, the extended
nature of the N-terminal chain, as realized in the original studies
that proposed the ‘ball and chain’ mechanism [5,6], was deduced
based on functional studies alone (see below). NMR studies of iso-
lated N-terminal channel ‘ball’ sequences alone revealed the exis-
tence of structural elements [43,44], although the signiﬁcance of
this observation was not clear in light of functional inactivation
data [11,13]. Indeed, the N-terminal channel tail is predicted to
be intrinsically disordered, as veriﬁed in our lab using the same
reductionist approach as described above for the C-terminal tail
(unpublished results).
The second criterion that must be met in validating a ‘ball and
chain’ mechanism requires that the binding reaction be
entropy-controlled, as dictated by chain length. This requirement
intuitively follows consideration of the role of entropy contribution
of binding reactions involving terminal extended chains. Shorter
chains lose less entropy upon binding than do longer chains since
the conformational entropy of the latter is restricted to a greater
extent upon binding ([10,14,45], and see further below). In ‘ball
and chain’ interaction systems, entropy thus unfavorably con-
tributes to the binding energy. Pull-down assays, surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) binding
analyses all showed this to hold true for the C-terminal-based Kv
channel–PSD-95 interaction [22]. Kv channel C-terminal tails of
different lengths, generated upon systematic truncation of the wild
type chain, yet all bearing identical PDZ-binding motifs, were
tested for their binding to PSD-95 PDZ domains. Pull-down analy-
sis qualitatively revealed that shorter, solid support-attached Kv
channel tails captured more PDZ protein fragment than did longer
chains. Quantitative analysis by SPR recapitulated the tail
length-dependent nature of the interaction and revealed linear cor-
relation between the binding energy of both proteins and Kv chan-
nel C-terminal tail length (Fig. 2a) [22]. The shorter the chain, the
higher was the observed afﬁnity for the partner protein. ITC anal-
ysis directly revealed the entropic modulation of the binding reac-
tion. As can be seen in Fig. 2b describing the independence of the
entropy and enthalpy contributions to Kv channel–PDZ interaction,
the entropy but not the enthalpy of association was found to
depend on Kv channel C-terminal tail length [22]. In fact, the entro-
pic contribution is unfavorable for all chains, albeit less so for
shorter chains. In summary, all three analyses considered here
are compatible and argue for entropic modulation of the PSD-95–
Kv channel interaction [22]. In the case of Kv channel fast inactiva-
tion, the involvement of entropy-controlled modulation of the
inactivation process was recognized based on N-terminal chain
length modulation of channel entry into the inactivated state
[5,6] as well as on studies involving Kv channel inactivation using
inactivation peptides [10]. Thus, both the N- and C-terminal tails
are entropic chains, the lengths of which determine afﬁnity for
the ‘ball’ receptor site.
The third requirement that must be met in arguing for a ‘ball
and chain’ mechanism addresses the type of entropic chain to
which the tail corresponds, be it a linker, a spring, a bristle or a
clock [18]. An entropic clock function requires that chain length
primarily affects the kinetics of the binding phase and not the
kinetics of unbinding (dissociation) [18,19,22]. Once ‘ball’ binding
Fig. 2. C-terminal chain length modulation of the Kv channel–PSD-95 interaction.
(a) The association binding energy (RTlnKA) between the Kv channel and the PSD-
95 protein linearly depends on C-terminal chain length, as achieved upon
systematic ‘chain’ deletions. (b) Association–dissociation rate constant correlation
plot of the Kv channel–PSD-95 interaction reveals the invariance of the two rate
constants as a function of C-terminal chain length. In panels (a) and (b) the short
and long natural Kv channel tail variants (designated ShA-C and ShB-C, respectively)
are indicated by grey symbols. Numbers on the upper horizontal axis indicate tail
‘chain’ length. (c) Enthalpy–entropy correlation plot of the Kv channel–PSD-95
interaction reveals the invariance of the two quantities as a function of C-terminal
‘chain’ length. All ﬁgure panels were reproduced from Ref. [22] with permission.
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place at a similar rate, regardless of chain length. This outcome is
expected if one considers that all ‘chain’ length variants of a pro-
tein bear the same ‘ball’ recognition motif and thus present similar
surfaces for interaction of the ‘ball’ with its receptor site, whether
within the same protein molecule or in a partner protein
[10,14,22]. This was shown to be the case for both N- and
C-terminal entropic chains. As reﬂected in Fig. 2c, describing the
independence of the association and dissociation rate constants
of the Kv channel–PSD-95 interaction, only the association rateconstant (ka) was found to depend upon ‘chain’ length [22].
Whereas ka values for the longer and shorter channel ‘chains’ var-
ied by almost three orders of magnitude, protein dissociation was
independent of chain length. Furthermore, a plot of the ratio of
association rate constants for mutant and wild type channel tails
as a function of ‘chain’ length difference (DN) revealed a power
law dependence expected for a random ﬂight ‘chain’ seeking its
‘ball’-binding partner [22,14]. As expected, a complimentary set
of experiments involving perturbations introduced at terminal
‘ball’ PDZ-binding motif peptides, all producing variants with an
identical length, revealed effects solely on the dissociation rate
constant from PSD-95 PDZ domains, without any impact on the
association kinetics [46]. Furthermore, similar behavior was
observed when the PDZ domains themselves (i.e., the receptor sites
for the ‘ball’) were mutated [46]. Taken together, these observa-
tions clearly demonstrate the timing property of the Kv channel–
PSD-95 association as a modulated by C-terminal ‘chain’ length.
The results described mirror earlier observations made for the
N-terminal segment with respect to channel inactivation [5,6,10].
First, N-terminal tail length affected the kinetics of channel entry
into the inactivated state [5,6]. Second, power law-dependence
with a value of 3/2 typical for a random ﬂight ‘ball and chain’
mechanism was also observed for the relation between normalized
entry into inactivation rate constants and Kv channel N-terminal
chain length [14]. Third, studies of Shaker K+ channel block by inac-
tivation peptides revealed that mutations introduced within the
ﬁrst half of the inactivation peptide ‘ball’, spanned by mostly
hydrophobic amino acids and which comprise the direct recogni-
tion inactivation motif, were found to affect only the complex dis-
sociation rate constant, with no effect on channel-peptide
association rate constants [10]. Finally, mutation or perturbations
in the inactivation ‘ball’ receptor site, particularly of residues fac-
ing the central ion conduction pathway at the inner channel vesti-
bule, were further found to affect the recovery from inactivation
rate constant, with no effects on entry into inactivation kinetics
[13]. To summarize, the data surveyed here demonstrate how the
three criteria that argue for the use of a ‘ball and chain’ entropic
clock have been fulﬁlled for both Kv channel fast inactivation
and PSD-95-mediated clustering, implying that the mechanisms
underlying these distinct processes are, in fact, analogous.5. Alternative splicing in Kv channels modulates ‘ball and chain’
interactions
The ‘ball and chain’ mechanisms of Kv channel fast inactivation
and PSD-95-mediated clustering were postulated based on
deletion-shortened N- or C-chains [5,22]. This raises the question
of the physiological/cellular relevance of such a mechanism. The
clear-cut answer to this question is provided when considering
alternative RNA splicing of the prototypical Shaker Kv channel
gene. Such processing was shown to occur only at message seg-
ments that encode for either the N- or C-terminal tails, thus leading
to the appearance of terminal chains of different lengths [47,48].
The fact that spatial–temporal differences exist in the expression
patterns of the N- or C-terminal spliced variant chains during
development or in different tissues [47–50] further points to the
physiological importance of alternative splicing in regulating chan-
nel inactivation or clustering, as governed by the ‘ball and chain’
mechanism. Indeed, natural N-terminal chain splice variants were
shown to exhibit distinct kinetics of channel entry into the inacti-
vated state [51,52]. Furthermore, the two short and long Kv chan-
nel C-terminal chain splice variants (designated A and B,
respectively) were shown to exhibit distinct afﬁnities for PSD-95,
distinct PSD-95-mediated channel cell surface expression levels
and distinct clustering patterns [22]. The short tail A variant
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expression level than did the long tail B variant. It further sup-
ported larger PSD-95-mediated channel clusters in Schneider cell
membranes as reﬂected in Fig. 3. Thus, molecular distinctions
reﬂected in the differential interactions of the tail variants with
PSD-95 translate into functional differences in the context of
cellular channel clustering [22]. Splicing-based changes in potas-
sium current density at unique membrane sites may subsequently
lead to changes in action potential propagation and transmission
[39–41]. Taken together, the Shaker Kv channel model protein sys-
tem, with its functional N- and C-type ‘ball and chain’ inactivation
and clustering mechanisms, exempliﬁes how linkage between
alternative splicing and intrinsic disorder enables functional diver-
sity to modulate ‘ball and chain’ interactions [53,54], in this partic-
ular case, in the context of neuronal electrical excitability.
6. A thermodynamic signature of a ‘ball and chain’ mechanism
The ‘ball and chain’ binding mechanism analyzed here in detail
for Kv channel fast inactivation and clustering and its regulation by
alternative splicing at the ‘chain’ level provide a general lesson on
the role of intrinsically disordered entropic chains in modulating
binding processes. The ‘ball and chain’ mechanism represents
one of the most clear-cut cases where the entropy and enthalpy
contributions of a binding reaction can be exclusively attributed
to distinct sequence modules. Adopting a ‘chain’-centric point of
view, whereas the ‘chain’ module primarily controls the entropy
of the binding reaction, as manifested by the dependence DS on
chain length [22], the ‘chain’-tethered ‘ball’ module primarily
determines the enthalpy of the binding reaction, as manifested
by the invariance of DH as a function of chain length. These ‘ball’
and ‘chain’ sequence modules further determine the association
and dissociation kinetics of the two proteins. Whereas chain
length modulates association kinetics, the dissociation rate con-
stant is determined by the ‘ball’ recognition motif (and by its
receptor docking site). We thus propose that the logkd  logkaFig. 3. Alternative splicing-based modulation of Kv channel clustering. The Shaker A
and B chain splice variants exhibit differences in cluster area size. (a and b) Confocal
microscopy analysis of Drosophila S2 Schneider cells co-expressing PSD-95-GFP and
either the mCherry-ShA short chain variant (a) or mCherry-ShB long chain variant
(b). For each representative cell, three images are shown, with the red channel-
associated and green PSD-95-associated ﬂuorescence signals presented in the left
and middle columns, respectively. The merged image of each cell is shown in the
right column. Scale bars correspond to 2 lm (reproduced from Ref. [22] with
permission).and DH–DS proﬁles, in which the measured parameters show no
dependence on each other upon changes in chain length
(Fig. 2b and c, respectively), correspond to a thermodynamic signa-
ture of entropy-controlled ‘ball and chain’ binding mechanisms
involving entropic clocks. Though nature uses a ‘chain’-centric
approach in regulating the ‘ball and chain’ clustering interactions,
as manifested by ‘chain’-level alternative splicing of the C terminal
tail [47,48], both ‘chain’- and ‘ball’-centric approaches are taken for
the N terminal segment. In any case, adopting a ‘ball’-centric per-
turbation approach would also reveal invariance of the logkd -
 logka and DH–DS parameters. However, these effects would be
orthogonal to those observed in the case where ‘chain’ length is
varied, i.e., ‘ball’ mutations are expected to affect DH and kd alone
without changing DS or ka. No matter whether a ‘ball’- or
‘chain’-centric approach is adopted, the nature of this signature
contrasts with the linear correlation between DH and DS often
observed in structure–function studies describing protein–protein
interactions involving two globular proteins, a phenomenon
referred to as enthalpy–entropy compensation [55].
7. Inactivation and clustering ‘ball and chain’ mechanisms:
differences and variations
As outlined in this contribution, both Kv channel inactivation
and clustering are based on entropic chains with timing function,
as can be described by a simple two state (bound and unbound)
‘ball and chain’ mechanism. While this reductionist description
provides a reference framework to analyze, compare and interpret
data, differences between the inactivation and PSD-95 binding
functions of the Kv channel exist, as well as variations on the ‘ball
and chain’ mechanism, as outlined below.
One principal difference between the two ‘ball and chain’ mech-
anisms is related to the location of the receptor site for the ‘ball’,
being either on the same molecule (for inactivation) or on a differ-
ent molecule (for clustering) (Fig. 1). Thus, the molecularity of the
binding reaction is different in each case, being ﬁrst order for the
inactivation process and second-order for Kv channel–PSD-95
interaction, a fact that inﬂuences the effective concentration of
the ‘ball’ near its receptor site [5,14]. This, at ﬁrst, suggests that
the ‘ﬂy casting’ metaphor [56,57] better describes the Kv
channel–PSD-95 interaction. After all, the membrane-embedded
Kv channel uses its extended C-terminal tail, with its ‘hook’ recog-
nition motif, to ‘cast’ for its cytoplasmic PSD-95 scaffold protein
partner. Still, we choose to adhere to the ‘ball and chain’ metaphor
primarily because of the historical context [5,6,15] and in light of
compatible lines of evidence considered above. Moreover, inherent
to the ‘ﬂy casting’ mechanism is the ‘folding upon binding’ scenario
(even if limited or local). While restriction of the (Kv channel)
‘chain’ conformational ensemble upon PSD-95 binding deﬁnitely
occurs, the chain remains extended, with no folding upon binding
or ‘disorder to order’ transition occurring, as supported by both
limited proteolysis analysis [21] and phosphorylation site accessi-
bility assays (unpublished results). In any case, the analogy
between the N- and C-terminal-based ‘ball and chain’ mechanisms
is further strengthened if one considers that PSD-95 is a priori
membrane-associated (due to its palmitoylation [58] and potential
interactions with other membrane protein partners (e.g., NMDA
receptors [23])), as well as the common variation on Kv channel
fast inactivation where the ‘ball and chain’ sequence is not carried
by the channel itself but rather on the auxiliary b subunit of the
channel with which it interacts [12,59] (Fig. 1a, bottom panel).
Finally, variations on the ‘ball and chain’ mechanism exist. First,
transient statesmay occur along the binding pathway. For example,
with respect to channel inactivation, the inactivation ‘ball’ contains
a 10 amino acid-long stretch enriched in positive charges, adjacent
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these positions affected both entry into and recovery from inactiva-
tion [9,60]. It has been argued that this positive amino acid stretch
is involved in long-range electrostatic interactions that may direct
the chain towards the ‘ball’ receptor site at the inner cavity of the
open pore [5,9,60]. This sequence was further suggested to be
involved in a rate-determining pre-block state, thus separating
the binding and blocking events [11]. Furthermore, other charged
N-terminal chain residues were suggested to play a role in
long-range electrostatics, as well as in forming intimate interac-
tions with assembly (T1) domain residues on the outer part of the
intracellular entryway windows [61]. Restraining of the inactiva-
tion chain by ‘redox state’-dependent electrostatic interactions
(thus inhibiting fast inactivation) was also reported for the Kvb1
‘ball and chain’ sequence [62]. These observations suggested the
‘chain’ to be ‘sticky’ (i.e., active rather than passive), implying the
existence of additional transient states in the fast inactivation path-
way [61–63]. Still, even with these ‘chain’-level variations, the
chain assumed to be extended. Furthermore, ‘ball’-level regulation
of the binding process by direct recognition motif phosphorylation
[41], oxidation [16], protonation [64] or heme-binding [65] has
been documented. Finally, regulation at the ‘ball’ acceptor
site-level is possible, as demonstrated by RNA editing of the mes-
sage for a residue found at the Kv channel inner vestibule [13].
The take-home message here is that these variations may serve to
regulate ‘ball and chain’ interactions yet do not undermine the prin-
cipal reductionist-level mechanistic analogy between the inactiva-
tion and clustering functions of the Kv channel adopted here.
8. Concluding remarks
This contribution has focused on the entropic clock function of
intrinsically disordered protein segments, as exempliﬁed by the
‘ball and chain’ mechanisms associated with ion channel function.
Such a mechanism was initially suggested for voltage-dependent
sodium channel inactivation in the 1970’s [15] and later for Kv
channel fast inactivation in the 1990’s [5,6], when disordered pro-
tein segments were mostly encountered by crystallographers, who
considered them as bothersome protein segments that hampered
protein crystallization. The concept of intrinsically disordered pro-
tein segments, with their diverse functional roles, was not yet con-
solidated and analysis methods to assess the ‘un-structured’ state
of such segments were scarce at the time. In this respect, proposal
of the ‘ball and chain’ fast inactivation mechanism based on func-
tional data alone showed considerable foresight.
Much has changed since the seminal studies of Aldrich and
co-workers. The many distinct roles intrinsically disordered pro-
tein segments serve in almost all cellular processes [18,66–72]
support the ‘no-structure–function’ scenario that compliments
the traditional structure–function narrative [67,70–72]. With this
in mind, and considering the historic context of ion channel bio-
physics, we have recently shown that Kv channel clustering occurs
according to a ‘ball and chain’ mechanism, analogous in essence to
the original inactivation mechanism. These entropic clock-based
mechanisms share a unique thermodynamic signature and are
modulated by alternative splicing of the Shaker Kv channel gene
to produce N- or C-terminal chain length variants, thus serving to
affect the electrical properties of the channel underlying action
potential shape, propagation and transmission.
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